
Things You Will Need:

- Parents or Volunteers with larger vehicles (SUV or Van) 
- Parents or Volunteers to run different challenges around your city and pass out clues! 
- Supplies and locations for your individual challenges. 
- Time to set-up ahead of time (especially for challenges that don't need volunteers) 
- Promo for the event to get students excited! 
- Pizza or a Destination Unknown style event to end the event.

 Teams Must Compete In ALL Challenges to Win. The first team to complete all
challenges and arrive at the final destination will recieve bonus points. 
Obey All Traffic Laws. 
Teams Must Stay Together. 
Encourage Participation from All Teammates. 
Don't Do Anything Illegal or Dangerous. 
Don't Cheat. 
Have fun! 
All time bonuses will be awarded at the discretion of the judges. All times will be
recorded after all teams arrive at the final destination. 

Rules: 
1 .

2 .
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Event Overview:

This is a high energy event with several moving parts! It is a great way to get parents,
students, and volunteers together in a casual and fun setting. The extreme scavenger hunt
is similar to the TV show, "The Amazing Race". Students will need to be broken up into
teams small enough to fit in a car so they can travel around your city to complete different
challenges and earn clues to continue the hunt! We usually keep our scavenger hunt in a
small area like our city so that students are able to do more activities and spend less time
traveling. The run time of this event is usually around 4 hours.  

Sample Event Timeline: 

1:00 - Team Registration (create a sign up sheet with your driver's names and the amount
of spots they have avalible on their team. We allow students to sign up as they arrive.) 
1:30 - Rules
2:00 - Distribute the First Clue 

Allow enough time for students to travel safely and complete all challenges. We usually
include 10 challenges that take around 5 minutes to complete.  

3:30 - 4:00: Arrive at Final Destination for Pizza! 
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Sample Challenges: 

Challenge: Eating Challenge 
Supplies: Vienna Sausages, Baby Food,
etc. 

Challenge: Brain Teaser Question 
Supplies: Printed Question for Each Team 

Challenge: Watermelon Launching  
Supplies: Pumpkins / Water Balloon
Launchers / Cones

Challenge: Escape Room Puzzle 
Supplies: Math Problem with 3-diget
answer to unlock next clue 

Challenge: Break the Code to unlock the
next clue!  
Supplies: Lock numerical code for each
team 

Challenge: Bring 5 Cans of Food to Food
Pantry 
Supplies: Alert volunteers ahead of time. 

Challenge: Puzzles 
Supplies: Blank Amazon Puzzles with a
map to the final location

Challenge: Your group must take a photo
of everyone (except the cameraman)
jumping in the photo. Everyone’s feet
must be off the ground. The timestamp on
the photo will serve as your time finishing
the race. 
Supplies: None

Sample Time Bonus:
 
10 min Bring A New Person To the Final
Destination ( They can meet you there but
must be in your final photo to count) 

10 min Photo: Find a Body of Water for One
Person to Swim In (must be up to your
waist) 

5min Photo: Pump Someone’s Gas For
Them (Can’t Be the Driver’s Car) 

5min Video: Complete the Human Knot
Challenge with Your Team 

5 min Video: Go to the Book Section Inside
Walmart and Have a Stranger Read You a
Story. 

5 min Photo: Take a Group Photo In Front
of a Mural

5min Video: Record Your Team Reading a
Poem Out Loud With a Stranger. 

5 min Video: Get one Team Member to do
the Robot For an Entire Minute In the
Middle of McDonalds

5 min Photo: Get a Group Picture With a
Gas Station Worker 

5 min Photo: Take a Group Photo with
someone in Costume. 

5 min Photo: Take a Group Photo that fits
the caption, “I can’t believe we all fit in
here”. 


